We report the extraction of R= uLIT from a global analysis of eight .* We find that RP = Rd, as expected in &CD. Measured values of R(x, Q2) are larger than predictions based on perturbative QCD and on QCD with the inclusion of kinematic target mass terms, indicating that dynamical higher twist effects may be important in the SLAG kinematic range.
Since 1970 a series of eight deep inelastic e-p and e-d scattering experimentslm8
at SLAC has steadily improved our knowledge of the proton and deuteron structure functions. The most recent of these, known as E140,' was a high precision --experiment designed to extract R = aL/gT from deep inelastic e-d and e-Fe cross sections. The results of this experiment proved to be larger than predictions9 based on perturbative QCD (RQCD) and on QCD with the inclusion of kinematic target 'mass effects" ( RQCD+TM ), suggesting that dynamical higher twist effects might play an important role in nucleon structure in the SLAC kinematic range.
Besides comparisons of this ratio with theoretical predictions, accurate values of R(x, Q2) are needed for extracting structure functions from deep inelastic leptonnucleon scattering cross sections. For lack of better information, constant values (e.g., R = 0 at CERN or R = 0.18 at SLAC) h ave typically been assumed in extracting structure functions.
Two previous attempts4@ to extract R from a combined analysis of several . m SLAC experiments met with only partial success. The accuracy of the extracted values was limited primarily by large uncertainties in the radiative corrections and in the relative normalizations of the various experiments included in these analyses.
We report here new extractions I1 of RP, Rd, and Rd -RP from a combined re-analysis of 5835 deep inelastic e-p and e-d cross section measurements, each with typically f3'% statistical accuracy, from eight experiments using the 1.6 GeV, -8 GeV, and 20 GeV spectrometers at the SLAC End Station A facility.12 Our analysis benefits from three major analytical advances: a new radiative corrections procedure that reduces the corresponding systematic error in R(x, Q2) to the level of f0.025; a much more accurate method of mutually normalizing the eight datasets; and a detailed propagation of systematic errors that exploits all known correlations and results in smaller, more.accurate estimates of the systematic uncertainty where Q2 = 4EE'sin2( i) is the invariant four-momentum transfer, E is the energy of the incident electron, 0 the scattering angle, and E' the final electron energy in the lab frame, M is the nucleon mass, u = E -E' is the energy transfer, and x = Q2/2Mv is the Bjorken scaling variable. This cross section can also be expressed in terms of R= A( 2xFl (2) and oT, the cross section for absorption of transversely polarized virtual photons,
where
_ is the virtual photon flux with polarization given by c = [ 1 + ( 1+v2/Q2) tan2( :)1-l.
As indicated in eq. (3), the extraction of R requires cross section measurements over a span in c for a given value of (x, Q2).
We began the global analysis by correcting I1 all cross sections for radiative effects according to the Bardin/Tsai prescription.11F13 The "internal" portion of these corrections was calculated using the exact prescription of Akhundov, Bardin, and Shumeiko.14 The "external" portion (due to straggling of the electrons in the target material) was calculated according to the formulation of Tsai,15 using detailed models of the targets employed in each experiment. Comparisons with the --previous SLAC radiative corrections procedurel6 show typical differences of several percent, and of up to 5% at x 10.2.
The uncertainty in the internal radiative correction was evaluated by com-'parison with an improved version of the "exact" formalism of Tsai.17 There is .-excellent agreement between these two formulations13 with some noteworthy differences, in particular, correlated with 6 but not with x or Q2. This c-correlated uncertainty propagates through eq. (3) 
5 from which we conclude that RP = Rd, which also implies 4 R" = RP. Such a strict equality places sharp constraints on any nonperturbative contributions to parton dynamics that require large differences between R" and Rp.
In light of this result, we averaged I9 the extracted RP and Rd in each (x, Q2) bin into a single value of R; these data are presented in fig. 2 . Because El40 For the 100 SLAC (global plus E140) measurements, the x2 of these calculations are 465 and 207, respectively, and only 17 of these measurements fall be-_ low RQCD+TM (none by more than one standard deviation). This is evidence that, even with kinematic target mass effects included, perturbative QCD is an incomplete theory of nucleon structure in the SLAC kinematic range.
Such a discrepancy may be due to higher twist contributions to R, which are expected to be large at SLAC values of Q2 and positive at leading order.
6
The observed z-dependence of R may be an important indicator of the dominant higher twist effects. In fig. 3 we present the SLAC data as a function of 5, averaged over the range in Q2 from 5 to 10 (GeV/c)2. Also shown are several predictions for . -R(z) and the best fit model ( see below) evaluated at the mean Q2 of 7 (GeV/c)2.
Included in fig. 3 are the results of a recent phenomenological analysis23 of the twist-4 contribution to R (which was based on our preliminary results for Rd). The 'predicted variation of R is in excellent agreement with our data (x2/@ = 61/72), although it is essentially limited to z 5 0.625 and Q2 2 4.0 (GeV/c)2 by uncertainties in the parton distribution functions. Within the nai've quark-parton model, the magnitude of the twist-4 term that fits our data is consistent with what is expected for a primordial parton transverse momentum of 200 to 300 MeV/c.
Several authors have speculated18j24 that diquark formation may be an important factor in nucleon structure. As indicated in fig. 3 , spin-0 diquark formation would generate a large contribution to R at high x and low Q2, in strong disagree--' ment with our measurements of R. In summary, we have shown that RP = Rd to high accuracy, and consequently that R" = RP. We observe that R(x, Q2) is larger than predictions .-based on QCD and on QCD with target mass effects. This disparity may be due to contributions from dynamical higher twist effects, a possibility supported by a recent phenomenological analysis of next-to-leading twist contributions. The extracted values of R and Rd -RP are not, however, consistent with predictions based on diquark formation. Lastly, we present a best fit parameterization of R(x, Q2) valid over the combined kinematic ranges of the SLAC and CERN deep inelastic lepton-scattering data. This fit has been usedto extract precise values of the proton and deuteron structure functions from the SLAC data; this analysis will be presented in forthcoming publications.
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